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Importance of Meaning 

 Nobody can exactly tell what good really means, and how a speaker of 

English ever learns to use the word correctly. So, the main difficulty is to 

account facts about essential meanings, multiple meanings and real word 

conditions. The connotating use of words adds further complications to 

any theorizations about meaning, particularly their use in metaphoric and 

poetic language. Above all is the question: where does meaning exist: in 

the speaker or the listener or in both, or in the context or situation? 

Words are in general convenient units of state meaning. But words have 

meaning by virtue of their employment in sentences, most of which 

contain more than one word. The meaning of a sentence though largely 

dependent on the meaning of its component words taken individually, is 

also affected by prosodic features. The question whether a word may be 

semantically described or in isolation, is more matter of degree than of a 



simpler answer yes or no. it is impossible to describe, meaning adequately 

in any other way except by saying how words are typically used as part 

of longer sentences and hoe these sentences are used. The meaning of 

sentences and their components are better dealt in linguistics in terms of 

how they function than exclusively in terms of what they refer to. 

Words are tools; they become important by the function they perform, the 

job they do, the way they are used in certain sentences. In addition to 

reference and function. Scholars have also attached importance to 

historical considerations, especially etymology, while studying word- 

meanings. Undoubtedly, the meaning of any word is casually the product 

of continuous changes in its antecedents meaning or uses, and in many 

cases, it is the collective product of generations of cultural history. 

Dictionaries often dealt with this sort of information if it is available, but 

in so doing they are passing beyond the bounds of synchronic statement 

to the separate linguistic realm of historical explanation. 
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